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A community of technology experts working in the 1 GHz to 10 
THz bands is brought together to present and discuss papers in 
those areas mentioned below, for novel system development. De-
vice knowledge, system integration and target phenomenology 
are focused on market-driven problems in security, defence and 
many spin-out areas. Range profiling and imaging radars and radi-
ometers are typical sensors in the band, operating on land, sea, air 
and satellite-based platforms.
Drivers in the lower frequency spectral regions are the low atmo-
spheric absorption and high transmissivity of clothing and pack-
aging materials, enabling remote sensing and security screening 
applications. Moving towards the higher frequency regions, the in-
creasing interactions with media provide capabilities for material 
identifications via spectral information content. 
The variability of atmospheric attenuation over the band means 
high-data rate directional communications can be offered for 
long-haul links through the atmospheric windows and short-range, 
secure, local area networks in the absorption bands. Furthermore, 
the variability of material reflection and transmission properties 
over the band highlights the wide scope for non-destructive test-
ing. In addition, there are great opportunities for medical applica-
tions, as radiation penetration in the human body ranges from a 
few centimetres at the lower frequencies, to a fraction of a milli-
metre at the higher frequencies.
Papers are sought in the following areas:
• detectors, mixers, sources, modulators, I & Q receivers and

ADCs
• materials (stealth, chiral, left-handed, plasmonics,

metamaterials)
• MMICs and integrated systems, including PIC devices and

subsystems
• sensors using machine learning and AI
• computational imaging (3D depth, time of flight and light-

field sensing)
• simulation, modelling and target phenomenology
• quantum sensors exploiting superposition and entanglement,

including quantum radar
• security screening systems for personnel (close range portal,

and stand-off systems)
• systems for non-metallic & metallic knife/gun detection
• explosives & contraband detection
• vehicle screening systems for people trafficking
• shoe scanning for airport security

• handheld screening systems
• mail packages and hand baggage screening systems
• near-field scanning microscopes and imagers
• all-weather (rain, fog, cloud) imagers for (autonomous) air,

sea and land vehicles
• drone detection and sensors using (swarms of) drones
• missile launch detection, tracking and seekers
• radars: late time response (LTR), ground probing, synthetic

aperture, ultra-wide band, THz
• systems exploiting polarimetry and tomography
• aperture synthesis imagers and high-speed digital cross-

correlators
• novel THz spectrometers
• non-contact, under-bandage (burn) wound inspection
• diagnosing local circulatory disorders and vascularisation
• biomedical imaging (micro-Doppler & spectral breath

analysis)
• resolution enhancement/super-resolution
• nondestructive testing for industry
• novel communication systems.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS BOOSTING CAPABILITIES IN THE 
BAND ARE:
Detectors in the band are mainly of the radio (or electromagnet-
ic mode) type, very different from the photon detectors used in 
the infrared and visible bands. A constant evolution of these radio 
detectors, using new materials offers ever improved performances. 
The detectors are inherently polarimetrically sensitive, offering ca-
pabilities for target and material characterisation using well-estab-
lished techniques from the field of passive and active polarimetry. 
Mixers, which shift large bandwidths of energy from one spectral 
region to another, are also of interest, as they can enable high-
er signal-to-noise ratios for detection. As with detectors, their 
structures and semiconductor types are constantly evolving to 
offer better performance. A class of mixers which can shift large 
bandwidths into the optical band are of particular interest, as they 
enable imaging systems to be developed using well-established, 
lower-cost optical focussing technologies. 
Sources, are based on positive feedback and negative resistance, 
and when combined with mixers generate radiation over a wide 
frequency range. Of heightened interest now are the photonic 
integrated circuit (PIC) devices. Fabricated on a monolithic sub-
strate, these devices can be a quantum cascade laser, an Auston 
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switch, or a two-frequency beat device. In the Auston switch and 
the two-frequency beat device, optical laser radiation incident on 
a semiconductor generates difference frequency radiation in the 
terahertz band through a nonlinear interaction. The two-frequen-
cy beat device generates particularly low phase noise coherent 
radiation, a great attribute for terahertz radars and communica-
tion systems. The PIC devices are enabling much smaller and light-
er-weight systems for commercial exploitation. 
Complementary technologies to the above are the plasmonic and 
metamaterial structures which confine electromagnetic modes to 
specific regions, to enable potentially compact and novel system 
architectures. 
Recent innovations in structure simulator software have seen the 
appearance of open-source packages which compute full-wave 
Maxwell equation solutions. These enable efficient low-cost mod-
elling of system components (antennas, lenses, transmission lines, 
couplers) and object responses for the investigation of novel ap-
plications and feasibility studies. Combined with phenomenology 
knowledge, a wide variety of materials, liquids, gases and plasma 
plumes can be modelled. 

Microwave monolithic integrated circuit (MMIC) radar chips have 
become available over the past few years, motivated by the auto-
motive radar industry, but now enabling a diversity of other ap-
plications. European companies are now integrating the MMICs 
on to a circuit board containing integral antenna(s), in-phase and 
quadrature (I & Q) processing and data acquisition electronics and 
open-source computer interface software. Having usually two or 
more antennas, they are available for only several hundred Euros 
each. With centre frequencies around 24 GHz, 60 GHz, 77 GHz 
and 120 GHz and several GHz of bandwidth, novel applications 
are enabled where ranging, polarisation and multi-in/out (MIMO) 
capabilities are required. 
The rapid evolution of free and open-source machine learning 
modules over the past 10 years coupled with knowledge of tar-
get phenomenology means novel algorithms can now be written 
to provide unprecedented capabilities in target classification and 
recognition. 
Contributing to the recent interest in sensors exploiting quantum 
superposition and entanglement, millimetre and terahertz contin-
uous-variable systems can operate at ambient temperature, whilst 
discrete-variable systems can operate at cryogenic temperatures 
(where photon energy hf>kT electromagnetic mode energy). 
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Present your research at SPIE Sensors + Imaging
Below are abstract submission instructions, the accompanying submission agreement, 
conference presentation guidelines, and guidelines for publishing in the Proceedings of 
SPIE on the SPIE Digital Library. Submissions subject to chair approval.

Important dates
Abstract submissions due 7 May 2024

Registration opens 17 June 2024

Author notified and programme posts online 30 June 2024

Submission system opens for manuscripts and poster PDFs* 3 July 2024

Poster PDFs due for spie.org preview and publication 21 August 2024

Manuscripts due 28 August 2024

Advance upload deadline for oral presentation slides** 13 September 2024

*Contact author or speaker must register prior to uploading
**After this date slides must be uploaded onsite at Speaker Check-in
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Your work will live far beyond the 
conference room—all proceedings 
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in the SPIE Digital Library. Promote 
yourself, your ideas, and your 
organization to millions of key 
researchers from around the world 
through this web-based repository 
of the latest technical information. 
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Contact information

For questions about your 
presentation, submitting an abstract, 
or the meeting, contact your 
Conference Program Coordinator.

What you will need to submit
• Title
• Author(s) information
• Speaker biography (1000-character max

including spaces)
• Abstract for technical review (200-300

words; text only)
• Summary of abstract for display in the

program (50-150 words; text only)
• Keywords used in search for your paper

(optional)
• Check the individual conference call for

papers for additional requirements (i.e.,
special abstract requirements or instructions
for award competitions)

Note: Only original material should be 
submitted. Commercial papers, papers with 
no new research/development content, and 
papers with proprietary restrictions will not be 
accepted for presentation.

How to submit your abstract
• Visit the conference page:

www.spie.org/sd106call
• Choose one conference that most closely

matches the topics of your abstract. You may
submit more than one abstract, but submit
each abstract only once

• Click the title of the conference to view the
full description

• Sign in to the late submission system (now
closed) or create an account if you do not
already have one

• Follow the steps in the submission wizard
until the submission process is completed

Submission agreement
All presenting authors, including keynote, 
invited, oral, and poster presenters, agree to the 
following conditions by submitting an abstract
• Register and pay the author registration fee
• Oral presenters: recording and publication of

your onsite presentation (slides synched with
voice) for publication in the Proceedings of
SPIE in the SPIE Digital Library

• Poster presenters: submit a poster PDF by
the advertised due dates for publication in
the Proceedings of SPIE in the SPIE Digital
Library; poster PDFs may also be published
and viewable in the spie.org programme
during and immediately after the event.
Each poster must have a unique presenter;
one person may not present more than one
poster

• Email messaging for the conference series
• Submit a manuscript by the advertised due

date for publication in the Proceedings of 
SPIE in the SPIE Digital Library

• Obtain funding for registration fees, travel,
and accommodations

• Attend the meeting
• Present at the scheduled tim

Review and program placement
• To ensure a high-quality conference,

all submissions will be assessed by the
conference chair/editor for technical merit
and suitability of content

• Conference chairs/editors reserve the right
to reject for presentation any paper that
does not meet content or presentation
expectations

• Final placement in an oral or poster session
is subject to chair discretion

Publication of Proceedings in the 
SPIE Digital Library
Increase your professional visibility and publish 
in the world’s largest collection of optics 
and photonics research. Your peers access 
approximately 18 million papers, presentations, 
and posters from the SPIE Digital Library each 
year.
• Only manuscripts, presentations, and posters

presented at the conference and received
according to publication guidelines and due
dates will be published in the Proceedings of
SPIE in the SPIE Digital Library

• Manuscripts, presentations, and posters will
be officially published after the event in the
SPIE Digital Library

• Conference chairs/editors may require
revision before approving publication and
reserve the right to reject for publication any
manuscript or presentation that does not
meet acceptable standards for a scientific
publication

• Conference chair/editor decision to accept or
reject a manuscript, presentation, or poster
for publication is final

• Authors must be authorized to provide a
suitable publication license to SPIE; Authors
retain copyright of all scientific material

• SPIE retains rights to distribute and market
the official SPIE recording of the presentation
and/or submitted video/poster

• SPIE partners with relevant scientific
databases and indexes to enable researchers
to easily find papers published in the
Proceedings of SPIE. The databases that
abstract and index these papers include
Astrophysical Data System (ADS), Ei
Compendex, CrossRef, Google Scholar,
Inspec, Scopus, and Web of Science

• More publication information available on the
SPIE Digital Library. 
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